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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l-3], we showed that stability analysis of certain 1D travelling fronts can be formulated, after 
some changes of variables and unknown, as a stability problem in a fully nonlinear parabolic 
equation. This can be understood by noting that, in our examples, the free boundary condition 
implicitly determines the front velocity as a second order Stefan condition. 
Our analysis was carried out under one-dimensional perturbations of the wave. Nonplanar 
disturbances correspond to more realistic perturbations of 1D travelling fronts. The corrugation 
of the front leads to curvature effects which eventually cause fully nonlinear conditions at the 
front. 
As a model problem, we consider in Section 2 the equations of NEF flames in the equidiffusional 
case (see [4]), for which stability occurs whatever the dimension is. In other examples, the domain 
of stability may vary. We point out that, besides this physically predictable result, our techniques 
are relevant for the stability analysis of multi-dimensional problems, and give regular solutions 
and explicit location of the free boundary. 
2. TRANSFORMING A MODEL PROBLEM INTO 
A FULLY NONLINEAR SYSTEM 
Let R c IL?? be a bounded open set with regular (C2+a, with 0 < CL < 1) boundary ast. We 
look for u = u(t, <, Y), [ = <(t, y), solution of 
ut(t, 4-1 Y) = Au(t, c, Y), t>o, cl<(t,Y), YEQ 
u (6 ((t, Y), Y) = u*, ; (t,Ht,Y),Y) = 1, t > 0, (1) 
2 (G c, Y) = 0, t > 0, c < <(GY), y E 80. 
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Here, u denotes the temperature, < = <(t,Y) is the location of the flame front at time t, lF!_ x 6’0 
is an insulated, noncatalytic wall. Plane flames correspond to 1D travelling wave solutions to 
Problem (l), namely the translates of 
<(t,Y) = -ct, U(t,C,Y) = U(< + ct), U(c) = u&, c = l/U*. 
We are going to study the stability of the travelling wave above. It is standard to make the 
front steady by setting z = [ - [(t, Y), s(t, y) = [(t, y) - ct, and obtaining the problem 
ut = Au + jD,s[’ u,, - 2(D,u,, D,s) + (st - A,s - c) ~z, x 5 0, Y E a, 
u(t, 0, Y) = u*, 2 (t,O,y) = (1 + ID,s12)-1’2) Y E 2, (2) 
2 (GX,Y) = 0, 5 I: 0, y E dR. 
The front s is going to be eliminated from the differential equation by means of the following 
trick: we change the unknown to 
u(t, z, Y) = U(x) + s(t, Y) U’(x) + w(t, 5, Y), 
and we get 
4&Y) = -4GO,Y), 
which, replaced in (2), gives, for t > 0, 
wt = Lw + ID,s12 (Uzz - w(4 0, Y) ~zzz + wm) - 2 (Dywz, D,w(t, 0, Y)) 
+ (-wt(t,O,y) + &w(t,O,~)) (-w(t,O,y) um + wz), (x, y) E R_ x n, 
Bw = (1+ [D),w(t,O, y)l’) 
.o\ -112 _ 1 
) (~,yj E {oj x n, 
dw 0 z=, (5, y) E w- X Xl, 
where 
Cv = Au - cvz, Uv = v, - cu. 
Now, st = -wt(t, 0, y) may be computed taking x = 0 in the differential equation for w. We get 
eventually 
wt = Lw + 3(w, Dw, D2w), t 10, (2, y) E Iw- X n’, 
Bw = G(Du), t 2 0, (GY) E {O)- x Q 
au (3) 
-_=O 
dv ’ 
t 2 0, (x, y) E R_ x cm, 
where the nonlinear functions 3, G are defined by 
3((v,Dv,D2v) (x,Y) = ID,v(O,Y)~~ (-~(0, y)c2ecr - cecx +vzz(x,y)) 
+ &,O, Y) (-~(0, Y) ccc” + VAX, Y)) - 2 (Dyvz(x, ~1, D,v(O, Y)) 
- (1 - Bv(0, y))-' (CTJ + A,vt?v + /D,v~~ (vc2 - c + v,,) 
+ 2(D,v,, Dyv)) (0, Y) . (-40, Y) cec2 + %(x7 Y)) , 
and 
G(Dv) (GY) = ( 1 + [D,~(O,yjl~)-~‘~ - 1. 
Setting w(t) = w(t, .), Problem (3) could be seen as an evolution problem in the space X of the 
,.niffivml.r onntin,,n,,a anrl hnl~ncl,xl ITTCR\ f~~n&iens ifi R-_ ullrr”rllllJ x,“AIVIII.A”U” UllU “VYllYv- \ v --, .x a. -However_ since we are dealin12 7 ------ 
with a stability problem, we consider a weighted space, with weight q(x) = epcxi2, 
c,(w_ x Q = {w E C (FL x n) : (x, y) H q(x) w(x, y) E UCB (“- x a)}, 
IbllC<, = sup 14(x) 4x7 Y)I > 
z<o, YEiT 
in which the realization of the operator C, with homogeneous boundary conditions, has nice 
spectral properties. Together with the space C,(lR_ x n) we shall use also the spaces C,k(R_ x n), 
Ct+a(lR_ x a), with k E W, a E (0, l), defined similarly. 
LEMMA 1. Let D(L) = {w E np21 WzT(R_ x n) : w, Cw E C,(W_ x II), Bw = 0 at z = 0, 
$+ = 0 at IR_ x 6Q}, Y 
L: D(L)t+C,(lR_ xa), Lw=Lw=Aw-cw,. 
Then the following statements hold. 
(aj L is a sectoriai operator; 
(b) a(L) = (-co, -c2/4] u (0). A4 oreover, 0 is a simple isolated eigenvalue of L, the kernel of L 
being spanned by the function w(x, y) = U’(x); 
(c) for every 0 E (0,1/2) it holds DL(~, co) = C~e(R_ x n), with equivalence of the respective 
norms. For 0 = l/2, C,‘(IR- x n’) c D~(l/a,co). 
Let now P be the projection associated to the eigenvalue 0. Then we have 
pv=& w-xn J 4x, Y) da: dy uz = ($7 v) uz, v E C,(R_ x a). 
wp ~=!it ?N ~ w = _Plll f (I - Pj ?rr = In(t) ~~~(_Tj $ 17rft T ?r\. Ollr ~irn in to =m~~~~ thlt fnr initial -\y, -7 Y, “.lUU AVI I.II”IUI 
data in a suitable function space, (p, 221) exists in the large, that ~5 decays exponentially as t --) 00, 
and p(t) goes to a limit p,. To this aim, we use a representation formula for the solutions of 
linear nonhomogeneous problems, and a fixed point argument to solve the nonlinear problem. 
The representation formula involves a lifting operator N, the properties of which are stated in 
the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. There exists an operator N E L(Ce(n), C~+l(IR_ x n)) for every 0 E [O,cr + 11, such 
that for every f E C(n) it holds 
(BN.0 (07 Y) = f(Y), y E Il. 
Lemma 2 m_gr he nrnwd fnllnwinu 15 Thenrem 6 .?l with_ ohvio~us m_odifi_cations. J -- r--v-- -____ . . ‘__~ I._r _ _________ ._,) 
LEMMA 3. Let f = f(t, x, y) E C([O,T] x R_ x a) be such that ]]f(t, .)]]~~(w_x~I is bounded 
in [O,T]. Let g = g(t, y) E C 1+a/211fa([0,T] x n), and let ~0 E C~+*(R_ x n’) satisfy the 
compatibility conditions Buc(0, y) = g(0, y) for y E R, 2 (x, y) = 0 for 5 5 0, y E dR. Then 
the problem 
Ut = Lw + f, in [0, T] x JR- x fi, 
Bu=g, 
dW 
in[O,T]x{O}x~, %=O, in[O,T]xR_xdR, 
Y 
u= UO, in (0) x R- x II, 
has a unique solution u, given by the representation formula 
J 
t 
t ~(t, .) = etLwO + ect-‘) ’ (f(s, .) + CNg(s, .)) ds - L ect-‘jLNg(s, .) ds, 
0 J 0 
for 0 5 t 5 T, where L is the operator defined above. 
If in addition T = +CQ, and 
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then ewt(l - P) ‘1~(t, .) is bounded with values in C~+“(R_ 
sup 11 ewt(l 
t>o 
x n), and there is K > 0 such that 
+ IleWtU - P) Ngll c’+“/2. ‘+“([o,+oo)xllp_ xi=j) + II+P+“(w_ x77) 
> 
. 
The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 1.4 of [6], where bounded domains were considered. 
The final system for (p, 6) reads as 
p(t) = P(0) + 
J 
ol(P*, (W(s) uz + Ws, .)) , D (P(S) uz + ‘1zI(% .)) 1 II2 (P(S) uz + a(% .)) 
+ CNG (D&s, .)) ) ds, (4 
@= 
J 
te(t-s)i(I - P) (S(p(s) U, + G(s, .)) , D (p(s) U, + 8(s, .)) , D2 (p(s) U, + ti(s, .)) 
0 
+ LNG (QG(s, .)) ds - 2 
J 
te (t-s)e(I - P) NQ (Dy2zI(s, .)) ds + etL(I - P) ~0. 
0 
Such a system may be solved by a fixed point argument, in the Banach space of the functions 
(p,2?)) such that p : [0, +co) I+ [0, +co) is continuously differentiable and bounded, and 2z, : 
[0, +co) ++ Ci+*(R_ x n) belongs to C’([O, +co); C,(R_ x D)) n C([O, fco); C~(R_ x n)), and 
t H e”%(t), t H ewt % G(t) are bounded with values, respectively, in Ci+*(W_ x a) and in 
C,(R_ x n). Here, w is any number in (0, c2/4). The fixed point argument works, provided ‘~0 
is suitably small in Ci+*(W_ x n), thanks to Lemma 3. As a final result, we get the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4. For every w E (0,c2/4), there is r > 0 such that for each 200 satisfying the com- 
patibility conditions Bwo(0, y) = Q(D,ulo(O, y)), 2 = 0 for y E 80, and IIwoII~;+~~(~_ xzi) < T, 
Problem (4) has a unique small solution enjoying the properties specified above. 
Coming back to the original problem, and recalling that u(t, 2, y) = U(x) - 27r(t, 0, y) Uz(x) + 
C(t, 2, y), we get that u decays exponentially to the wave. 
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